ENGIN

Its been called an interoperability switch, middleware, message broker, gateway, A2A, B2B, EAI and now M2M, but its best known by its given name, “ENGIN”.

Transaction Management
The backbone of our product is our teleprocessing and communication handling. We take all of the “risk” out of high performance computing and deliver messages reliably where they belong.

Data Manipulation and Normalization
We have a complete table driven mapping system that allows you to manage and normalize all incoming and outgoing data. This will direct us to provide traffic where data indicates. Today, we handle very complex messages such as EDI healthcare to very simple messages used in web applications.

Broadcast and Retrieve
Exclusive to ENGIN, our message compounding is superior technology that allows you to broadcast a single message to many different systems and collect data from various sources. This is extremely helpful when articulating data from your entire enterprise.

Workflow Design Toolkit
A tool bench that allows you to define a logical set of steps to execute on behalf of a single transaction. This facility can also provide a distributed workflow environment for a single enterprise.

For more information, please come by and see us at our booth, or feel free to contact Mike Besner at mbesner@m2-corp.com or 407.551.1315.

ENGIN (Enterprise Generic Integrator™) has been solving system integration problems for 25 years. It is in its 6th generation of evolution and it continues to get better and stronger. Today, it processes more transactions daily than all of our competitors combined. Whether you have similar system integration problems or need a platform to build a high performance computing application on, your choice is ENGIN.

Our dedicated team of professionals has devoted themselves to the task of taking a superior product and managing the customers through a set of expectations with a 100% deliverable on time and within budget. That combination of strength in our products, people and customer satisfaction should be the only choice you make when choosing an integration partner.

ENGIN provides solutions today in all markets including, healthcare, financial, transportation, web applications, logistics, government and infrastructure projects.

M2 Systems is extremely confident in the capabilities, features, and reliabilities of ENGIN and believe you will be very satisfied with the product after acceptance. Our customers our are greatest asset and have been for 15+ years. Come partner with us and enjoy the benefits of seamless integration.